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PM Modi, Time for Bold Reforms

Clean up the Centre’s land and labour laws to launch india’s industrial revolution

Arvind Panagariya

Dear Prime Minister,

Your decisive victory in the recent elections has lifted the morale of the Indians

around the world as no past event in my entire life. We go around, looking happy.

Our faces gleam with optimism, and our heads are held high. Even the crucial

1977 election, which brought much needed relief, did not bring hope as this one

has.

When pundits argued that the era of majority governments was over for good

in India, you thought outside the box, and dared people to give you a clear mandate

to change their lives for the better. People responded, and delivered what pundits

had uniformly predicted was impossible. They gave your party an absolute majority

in the Lok Sabha and the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) the same mandate

in both Houses of Partilament combined.

It is now your turn to deliver. You have made an admirable beginning. You

have crushed those who had constantly downplayed your sincerity, and

underestimated your resolve, and the ability to work hard. You have dramatically

improved governance at the centre even within the short period that you have been

in office. Your ministers, and bureaucrats are working long hours, six days a week.

Transparency has risen with no signs that bribes are being taken to switfly clear

large projects.

But alas, while vision and governance for which you are an icon today are

indispensable, without an appropriate policy framework, they will not deliver what

125 crore Indians now expect from you.

In order to deliver on your promise, you must once again think outside the box.

Pundits tell us that the central government cannot make major changes to existing

labour, and land legislations. I too have fallen prey to this thinking, and therefore

sought stealthy avenues to land, and labour market reforms, through delegation of

authority to states, and tweaking of rules and regulations. Rajasthan’s dynamic

new chief minister has even taken the lead by initiating a set of reforms to the

Factories Act of 1948, Industrial Disputes Act of 1947, and Contract Labour Act

of 1971.

Your have created a huge momentum for change by infusing a level of energy

and dynamism at all levels of government that existed earlier only in the immediate

post-Independence era.

By all accounts, your ministers, bureaucrats, and the people of India are ready

for change. Why then the hesitation? Why not clean up labour, and land laws for

all of India through central legislation? Why should you hold the vast majority of

workers toiling in the informal sector hostage to the privileged status of a tiny elite

labour force?

Indeed, if we cannot take bold steps even at this moment when the entire country

stands firmly behind you, I will perhaps not see an India free of abject poverty  in

my lifetime.
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PROLOGUE

It was a chance meeting with a British National, Andrews Milton, that set

the background for this small monograph.

After a long-long gap of a couple of years that did not provide any

positive to feel proud of or even be a little optimist, we found Andrews

walking down the open spaces at Leela Palace, Bangalore, talking to

himself in loud whispers audible to anyone within the hearing distance.

His body language, his gait said all about his state of mind. He was full of

excitement. He was literally giving expression to his mood by jumping

around, not simply walking. We were fascinated, and were equally curious

to find out what had happened.

Lo and behold! Andrews was cherishing the return of hope, and

goodwill for Indian economy at international and national fora, a subject

too dear to our hearts.

We developed a close affinity for him. This helped him give an

expression to his thoughts that he was keeping close to his heart; on our

part, we were getting an independent, and honest description of our economy.

After spending hours and hours of conversation with him at Bangalore,

Delhi, Mumbai, Frankfurt, New York and Boston, we could make out a

brief tale that informs where Indian economy is today. How did it reach

this state? And, more important, what is the way out?

As we sat down to pen the story the Indian scene had been unfolding

fast, almost minute-to-minute basis. Our endeavour to present this tale

aims to meet the inquisitive needs of students preparing for various

competitive, and qualifying examinations. It would not take much time to

master the essence of Indian economy.

For those readers, who are interested in detailed analysis and

explanations of the Indian economic history since the British days up to

today, we are bringing out another volume: March of the Indian Economy

through CIA to LPG to PPP to and yet another small monograph titled:

ueks mantra

NaMo Mantra, Rambana for Indian Economy? You may ask: Why

read this last monograph. The answer is: dynamic Indian economy. A flood

of happenings is being witnesses. Commentary, analysis, suggestions,

observations etc. are flooding in to savour this report.

PM  Modi warns of very difficult decision to revive India’s economy

which got ruined due to the ten-year rule of the UPA.
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Deep in his heart Prime Minister Narendra Modi believes that we shall

overcome someday the grim legacy of Congress misrule. India will shine

again and “achche din” will be a reality. But our journey towards a strong

India with a robust economy will not be an easy one. Tough and unpopular

decisions will have to be implemented to rebuild our economy, which is

in a shambles. And realist Prime Minister Modi knows it all too well. He

reminded the nation about the difficult terrain we all have to collectively

negotiate from now on in our unyielding endeavour to reboot Bharat.

Tough Modi hits the realistic button

“I have taken over the reins of the country in circumstances when there is

nothing left behind by the previous government. India’s financial health has

hit the bottom.

There is no guarantee that just singing praise of Modi would improve the

economic situation. We need to take harsh measures.

Earlier, the states had to plead with the Centre for funds and schemes. But

now we want to change that. The nation cannot prosper without the states

prospering.”

–Prime Minister Narendra Modi

Right Decision

“I am well aware that my steps may dent the immense love that the country

has given to me. But when my countrymen would realise that these steps would

result in getting the financial health back, then I will regain that love,” he

said. So, right action would be taken “wherever required”, he added. And his

government will work with clear conscience, clear policy, and strong leadership

to provide good governance, he said. “Whatever decisions we take, will be

solely guided by the national interest,” Modi assured.

While pragmatism demands hard choices be made, peoples of India

have expectations from the man who they voted in hundreds of thousands

to lead the nation. Euphoria is at its peak, and for them, Narendra Modi is

the saviour. Thankfully, the prime minister is cautious of the pitfalls that

can dash the high hopes. So, he warned his party colleagues in clearest

terms. “We won’t be helping the country by praising Modi and praising

BJP. There is no guarantee that just singing praise of Modi would improve

the situation. We need to take harsh measures to improve the financial

situation,” he reiterated.

To buttress his point, he offered the analogy of how a mother takes

care for her sick child. “No matter how loving the child is, a mother has to

administer the bitter medicine to cure that child,” he said.
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The bitter pill, however, will have to be administered taking everyone

together — the states, the bureaucrats, and anyone who wishes well for

India. Modi sounded hopeful that it will be a team effort and that it will be

successful, more so when there is no dearth of efficient people willing to

serve the nation honestly.

A large section of the student community who chat with us desired to

have a concise compilation. And the result is there!

All the three publications are complements to each other. We are sure

you do not regret spending money and time on these. Please do let us know.

We promise you to bring to your table updated account of the Indian

economy, from time to time.

TEN PRIORITIES FOR THE MODI GOVERNMENT

1. Taming Inflation: Retail price inflation stood at 8.31 percent at the end of

FY14. The new government will have to rein it in through supply-side

measures, to enable the central bank to cut interest rates. The former finance

minister, Yashwant Sinha, has recommended ‘liberally’ releasing food grains

from stocks to check food inflation.

The BJP has promised to act upon a report on food inflation by a committee

of chief ministers headed by Narendra Modi in 2011. The party’s manifesto

has outlined steps such as checking hoarding and black marketing, setting

up a Price Stabilisation Fund, unbundling Food Corporation of India into

procurement, storage,  and distribution units, and evolving a single National

Agriculture Market.

2. Reviving Economic Growth: Economic growth has been sub-five percent

for 2012-13 and 2013-14. The BJP plans to spur growth through huge public

investments in infrastructure such as roads, railway lines, and ports.

The BJP manifesto described the decade-long UPA rule as a period of

“jobless growth”. In order to generate jobs, it has pledged to strategically

develop labour intensive manufacturing (textile, footwear, electronics

assembly, etc) and tourism. Other sectors to be strengthened for job creation

are agriculture and allied segments, and retail stronger credit and market

linkages. The new government is likely to boost the housing sector, and

encourage entrepreneurship.

3. Checking Corruption: The BJP has said it will take steps to reduce

corruption by simplifying procedures. It has pledged to set up a task force

to recommend amendments to existing laws or bring about new laws to

check the flow of black money and track and bring back black money stashed

in foreign banks.
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4. Fiscal Discipline: The BJP manifesto said the party would “strictly

implement fiscal discipline” without compromising on funds available for

development. It has set a fiscal deficit target of three percent of gross

domestic product by 2016-17. The manifesto stated the current account deficit

would be reduced aggressively by focusing on exports, and reducing

dependence on imports. It added value-addition for our products would be

vital.

5. Boosting Manufacturing: Narendra Modi has said his dream is to make

India a global manufacturing hub. The BJP has said it will set up a task

force to revive micro, small ,and medium enterprises and cut red tape;

environmental clearances will be made transparent, and time-bound.

6. Financial Sector Reforms: The BJP has committed to banking reforms,

including reducing non-performing assets. It will strive for consensus along

state governments for implementing the goods and services tax. The

manifesto promised to end tax terrorism, and uncertainty, and have a tax

policy road map.

7. Social Welfare Schemes: The party has envisaged reviewing, and

revamping the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee

Act, and linking it to agriculture; the party might also revamp the Food

Security Act. It has pledged to review all laws, and schemes, in consultation

with states, to ensure efficient implementation of food security.

8. Urbanisation/Rural Rejuvenation: The BJP has promised huge

investments for improving urban areas, and building 100 new cities, adhering

to concepts such as sustainability. It also plans to improve transport, and

housing.

The party has also proposed a rural rejuvenation programme comprising

integrated strategies for personal, economic, and social well-being. In its

manifesto, the BJP said it would bring urban amenities to rural areas, “while

retaining the soul of the village.” In rural areas, it will work towards better

roads, potable water, education, health, supply chain, electricity, broadband,

job creation, security, and linkage to markets.

9. Agriculture: The party has promised making the minimum support price

50 percent more than farmers’ production costs as well as better irrigation,

an increase in public investment in agriculture, rural development, and

unbundling the Food Corporation of India into procurement, storage, and

distribution units.

10. Education and Skill Development: The BJP plans universal secondary

education, a National Multi-skill Mission, and skill mapping. The BJP has

promised to increase public spending on education to six percent of GDP and

involve the private sector. The University Grants Commission will be

transformed from a grant-distribution agency to a higher education commission.
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SECOND CHOICE IS ALWAYS THERE
—Maulana Wahlduddin Khan

Narendra Damodar Das Modi became the prime minister of India after winning the

Sixteenth general elections in the country. During election campaigns, an instance was

reported in the media that at an election rally held on May 5 2014 at Amethi, Modi

said, “Log kehte hain ki Modi haar jayega toh kahan jayega. Tum chinta mat karo.

Meri chai banane ki ketli ka samaan tayyar hai!” (People ask where Modi would go if

he loses the elections. They need not worry. My tea kettle is ready!)

One aspect of this utterance is that it shows the strength in us wherein a man can

reach the highest post having started from humble beginnings. There is another aspect.

Initially, the above remark may have been considered a joke but in the extended sense,

we can derive from it a wise formula of life! And that formula is–if you lose the first

option, do not waste time in worrying; instead, seek the second option.

Life is full of options. If you try to opt for the first choice and fail, do not consider

it as the end. It is a signal that there may be another, perhaps better option, waiting for

you!

Jawaharlal Nehru, the former prime minister, completed his law degree from

Trinity College, Cambridge. In 1912, he started his law career in Allahabad with his

father Motilal Nehru, a successful lawyer. But after some time, he decided to shift to

politics. It is said that an Indian student studying law was once asked what he would

do after completing his course. He replied: “Chal gayi to Motilal, nahin chali to

Jawahrlal.” (If I succeed I would be like Motilal, and I fail, then there is the example

for me in Jawaharlal!)

This wise formula applies to both non-political, and political spheres of life. This

formula means that after losing the first chance, there still exists a possibility of achieving

success. The law of nature is always with you! For example, in non-political life, if

you lose a job there might be the option of a second job! In political life, there exists an

option of choosing the healthy role of opposition.

Life is full of uncertainties, then what to do? It is not possible that the result of a

person’s striving is always in accordance with his wishes. In such a situation, the best

policy is that of adjustment. This formula saves you form unnecessary stress, makes

you wise enough to utilise your time, and gives you a chance to replan your life. It

gives you unshakeable hope. It saves you from the killer psychology of complaints

and protests.

Once in a valley, I saw rivulets cascading down mountain peaks. I noticed the

way each stream flowed till it arrived at a boulder. It did not try to break the rock in

order to move ahead. Rather, when it encountered the rock, it simply swerved to the

left or to the right, around the sides of the rock, and continued its journey uninter-

rupted. This phenomenon has a great lesson. It teaches that nature adopts the second

choice if the first choice is not workable.

When you fail to attain the first option, you need to instantly divert your energy

to discover the second one. Nature and history both give us a message: if you fail to

achieve, the first choice there always exists a new one.



I. EVOLUTION OF INDIAN ECONOMY

1. CHANCE MEETING WITH ANDREWS MILTON

We met Andrews Milton when we were waiting for our breakfast at Leela

Palace in Bengaluru. What brought us to Andrews was our astonishment

to find that he was gulping down Gol-gappas and Papdi chhat like the

way we had never been before. Excitement was at its his face. We were

surprised by the fact that he preferred this chhat over scores of other

delicacies. We were in two minds. Should we ask him, or should we simply

pocket our astonishment and let it go? Finally, at the risk of a rebuff from

him, we chose to ask him about his preferences. He turned out to be an

intelligent, inquisitive and sobre gentleman. We came to know that he

was on the last lap of his fact-finding tour to know more about Oriental

culture and peoples. The matter rested there; he proceeded to the airport

to take a flight to Mumbai, before finally going to New Delhi and taking

flight back home to Boston, USA.

We caught up with him at the IGI Airport, New Delhi. We were also

proceeding to Boston with a break at Frankfurt for about eight hours. As it

turned out, he was rich with his experiences; we were keen to listen to

him. All the same, we decided to be patient and give him an ear.

What follows is an edited version of the recorded conversation.

Andrews Milton Speaks

“I landed at T3 of the IGI Airport at 1 a.m. on 12.07.2014. We walked

down straight as a glittering, shining world welcomed us. The outside air

had some not-so-pleasant smell. But we were impressed not only by the

architecture of T3, but also by the efficiency of the authority and its officials

who showed care and concern towards passengers.

I drove in a big luxury car that the hotel had arranged for. I had reserved

a room for myself with the hotel almost a year in advance.

The drive to the hotel, and finally the hotel, forced me to think if this was

part of “India—the land of snake-charmers and elephants roaming on the streets?”

The whole experience was nostalgic, especially after visiting many

cities, villages and distant places.”

We : Andrews, why were you feeling so concerned?

Andrews : I was feeling concerned because the picture I had in mind

was totally different.
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